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BOOKSETAL.

“The dire warnings,” the author writes, “that E.

coli would create tumor plagues and insulin

shock epidemics seem quaint today.” 

A popular science book on E. coli may

not sound like the most interesting read.

However, Microcosm is just that. The next

time you hear of an outbreak of nasty E. coli

on the news, spare a thought for this minute

creature, which has arguably helped advance

humanity far further than any other organism.

Not only has it inhabited human guts for as

long as we have existed, it has benefited

almost all areas of the biosciences, from

genetic engineering to evolutionary theory.

To really understand life, it seems we must

pay close attention to this bug’s life.
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A TASTE OF THE GONZO SCIENTIST

Scientists Invade Azeroth
A slime-filled sewer deep beneath a city may seem like a strange place to
hold a conference, but none of the participants seemed to mind. I was co-
hosting the first scientific conference (1) held in Azeroth, the virtual world
inhabited by millions who play the game World of Warcraft (WoW), and a

lively discussion was under way about how to
promote data sharing. Virtual worlds such as
Azeroth are a treasure trove for psychological,
social, and economic research (2). The atmo-
sphere was casual and animated, like the conver-
sations that happen between lectures at a good
scientific meeting. But at this conference, the
chat was happening on the computer monitors

of 200 to 300 people scattered around the globe. The participants were
embodied as virtual characters standing in the cavernous
chamber, many of them at that moment knee-deep in a
green, bubbling pool.

The meeting was organized around three sessions. The
first, “Research and World of Warcraft,” was chaired by
Bonnie Nardi (University of California, Irvine) and Hilde
Corneliussen (University of Bergen, Norway). They and
three panelists discussed such issues as the potential and
pitfalls of using WoW as a laboratory and how to ensure
that research subjects give their consent. Following ethi-
cal guidelines for research in places like Azeroth may
seem trivial now, but the panelists predicted that it will
become crucial as the portion of people’s lives spent in
virtual worlds grows.

Dmitri Williams (University of Southern California)
chaired the second session, “Relationships Between WoW
and the Real World,” which focused mostly on social psy-
chology. It had a reading list as well as working papers put
online by the panelists during the meeting. Then partici-
pants were introduced to Azeroth’s sophisticated gold-based
economy, which has a real-world analog fueled by “gold-
farmers” who sell their virtual wares for real money.

The closing session, “The Future of Virtual Worlds,” was overseen by
the conference host, William Sims Bainbridge (U.S. National Science
Foundation). The audience joined in a free-for-all forum, with questions
ranging from the near-term outlook for the virtual worlds industry to the far-
reaching prospects for human immortality in virtual worlds. Azeroth is
already dotted with virtual beings who are memorials to real-life people who
have died in recent years. “Will our ancestors someday be able to interact
with virtual versions of ourselves?” mused Bainbridge.

What happened between the meeting’s academic sessions was highly
unusual. On the first day, Bainbridge led an anthropological tour across one
of Azeroth’s vast and dangerous continents. (After conducting over 2000

hours of ethnographic research in this world, Bainbridge knows it better than
anyone.) Unfortunately, many of the conference participants were complete
newcomers with vulnerable, low-level characters. Although the more power-
ful characters stayed in the lead, killing monsters along the way, there were a
few casualties. Participants on the second day were treated to a concert sung
by four banshees in an underground throne room. The third day included a
dance that was followed by a massive attack on an enemy fort (which left all
the participants dead). This was not your average scientific meeting.

The organizers recorded a transcript of the entire conference—includ-
ing every comment, question, and answer—and an academic report is
planned. Wayne Lutters, a computer scientist (University of Maryland,
Baltimore County) who participated, described the conference as “his-
toric.” And it has also generated an unexpected byproduct: the first science
guild in WoW. Henry Lowood (Stanford University), the guild historian, is
helping to create a wiki Web site for the guild that will include scientific

forums (both game-related and otherwise), a Facebook-like system for sci-
entists to describe their research (and characters), and a calendar for aca-
demic and social events. Visit the guild homepage (3) to learn more or, if
you like, to take part.
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